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l. Introduction 

We are interested in possible extensions of optimal eontroi problems of the kind 

Io(u) = t l (h, 'Vui) dx-+ min 

.C(u)u ::::: divA(x, u)'Vu = divf in n, 
u = (u1, . . . ,um) E HJ(n;Rm), 
u E So ={u E Loo(n,Rr) l u(x) E Uo a.e. x E n}, 

(1.1) 

where n c Rn is a given bounded Lipschitz domain and U0 c Rr is a given 
bounded set (not necessary convex). This class indudes some characteristic 
problemsof the optimal materiallayout, see, for instance, Bendsoe et al. (1993) 
and references therein. 

The interest in extensions of optimal eontroi problems is caused by two 
main factors: most of the optimal eontroi problems do not possess solutions; 
the sets of admissible controls are often not convex, which leads to serious 
difficulties in numerical resolution. It is elear that the passage to the closure of 
the set {.C(u) l u E So} with respect to G-convergence (see, for instance, Zhikov 
et al. , 1994) theoretically solves the existence of a solution for the problem 
(1.1). Unfortunately, until now no effective descriptions of G-closure for the 
case of elliptic systems have been found. In addition, the G-closed sets are 
not necessarily convex even for the simplest cases of a single equation, see, for 
instance, Zhikov et al. (1994). Here the question arises whether is it possible to 
use the convexification approach to optima! eontroi problemsfor elliptic systems. 
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For the case of a single equation, i.e. m= l in the problem (1.1), it is well 
known, see, for instance, Raitums (1985), that the passage from the set {.C(<1) l 
<1 E 80 } o f admissible operators to i ts convex hull preserves the closure of the set 
offeasible states in both strong and weak topologiesof HJ(n). Moreover, for the 
most interesting case o f the optimal materiallayout problem (for m = l) Tartar 
(1997) has given a construction of a convex set B of matrix-valued functions 
B : n ---+ Rnxn such that the set of all solutions of the corresponding equation 
in (1.1) with B E B instead of A(·, <1), <1 E So, gives the weak closure of the 
initial set of feasible states. 

On the other hand, in Raitums (1994) it was shown that optimal eontroi 
problems for elliptic systems with m ~ n and with controls in the leading coef
ficients of the corresponding differential operators do not adrnit the relaxation 
via convexification, i.e. t he passage from {.C( <1) l <1 E S o} to i ts convex hull do es 
not preserve the closure of the set of feasible states even in the weak topology 
of HJ(n;Rm). Since linear cost functionals, as in the problem (1.1), demand 
only the preservation of the convex hull of the set of feasible states, then, for 
a complete picture, it is necessary to find an answer to the question: does the 
passage from {.C( <1) l <1 E So} to i ts convex hull preserve t he convex hull o f the 
set offeasible states or not? Until now no satisfactory answer to that question is 
known, moreover, as far as I know, the problem ofthe preservation ofthe convex 
hull of the set of feasible states in relaxation procedures for elliptic equations 
has not been investigated yet, at least for the situations analogous to (1.1). Of 
course, if a relaxation procedure preserves the weak closure of the set of fea
sible states, then this procedure preserves the corresponding convex hull too, 
but not vice versa. We point out here that such questions have a meaning only 
if the sets of admissible controls are rich enough, like for instance, the set So 
in (1.1). 

In what follows we will present a simple problem of the kind of (1.1), with 
m = n = 2, for which the convexification does not preserve the value of the 
problem. Obviously, that implies that for elliptic systems with m. ~ n ~ 2 the 
procedure of convexification does not preserve, in generał, the convex hull of the 
set of feasible states. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Let n c R 2 be a bounded Lipschitz domain, let D c n be a cube, D c n, 
and let 

S = { <1 E Loo(n) l <7(x) =O in n\ D, <7(x) =+c or -c in D, 

L <1(x)dx = O }• 

where the exact value of c E (0, l) will be specified later. 
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Consider the optimal eontroi problem 

I(u) =In [(Vu1, h)+ (Vu2, h)] dx---. min, 

{ 
div(1 + a(x))Vu1 = divh in n, 
div(1- a(x))"Vu2 = divh in n, 

u= (u1,u2) E HJ(n;R2
), a E S, 

where h, h E L2(n; R 2 ) are given as 

h= Vcp1,_ h= "Vcp2; cp1, ct12 E HJ(n), 
Vcp1(x) = (1,0) in D, "Vcp2(x) = (0,1) in D. 
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(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Denote by u( a) = (u1(a), u2 (a)) E HJ(n; R 2 ) the solution of (2.2) corre
sponding to a chosen a E coS and denote by J(a) the value of I(u(a)). The 
special type of the functional and equations in (2.1), (2.2) yield 

J(a) =- inf f [(l+ a(x))Vui- 2(h, Vu1) 
u1,u2EHJ(O) lo 

+ (1- a(x))Vu~- 2(h, Vu2)] dx. (2.5) 

Thus, the problem (2.1)-(2.3) is equivalent to minimization of the functional J 
on t he set S. Our aim is to show that 

inf J(a) < inf J(a). 
uEco S uE S 

3. Solution of the confexified problem 

It is easy to see t ha t t he functional J is Frechet differentiable on co S (we 
consider co S in the strong topology of Loo(n)). Indeed, the operator 

- 1( 2) -1( 2) A( _) ( div(l + a)Vu1 ) 
A: co S x Ho n;R ___.H n;R ' a, u = div(1- a)Vu2 ' 

satisfies all assumptions o f t he implicit function theorem, which gives t he Frechet 
differentiability o f t he mapping a --+ u( a). From here and t he linearity o f I wit h 
respect to u Frechet differentiability of J immediately follows. 

T he functional J is convex on co S as a supremurn (-in f F = su p(-F)) o f 
functionals linear with respect to a. Therefore, if a0 E co S is such that 

t hen 

Here, by J' (a) we denote the Frechet derivative o f J on t he element a. 
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Straightforward standard calculations give 

J'(a)óa = -l[l\lut(a)l2 -l\7u2(aWJóadx. 

U. RAITUMS 

The element ao = O belongs to co S and the special choice of h and h (rela
tionships (5)) yields 

Ut(ao) = rp1, u2(ao) = rp2, 

\7ut(ao)(x) = (1, O) in D, \7u2(ao)(x) = (0, l) in D. 

Hence, 

4. Evaluation of J((J") 

We start with an abstract result . 
Le t H be a real Hilbert s pace with t he inner produet (-, ·), let M be a set 

(not necessarily convex) of linear continuous symmetric operators A : H ---+ H 
and let there exist positive constants O < v < f.L such that for all A E M and all 
wE H 

Let the elements f, g E H be fixed and let 

I( A)= inf [(A(w +f), w+ f)- 2(g, w)]. 
wE H 

THEOREM 4.1 Let A,Ao E M . Then 

I( A)= I(Ao) +((A- Ao)(wo +f), wo +f) 
+ inf [(Aow',w') + 2((A- Ao)(wo +f), w')] 

w' EH 

+ inf [(Aw",w")+2((A-Ao)w~,w")] 
w" EH 

+((A- Ao)w~, w~), 

where wo E H and w~ E H satisfy 

Ao(wo +f)= g, Aow~ +(A- Ao)(wo +f)= O. 

(4.1) 

( 4.2) 

(4.3) 

Proof. By virtue o f ( 4.1) t he operators Ao + t( A - Ao) H ---+ H with 
O ~ t ~ l are invertible. Denote by Wt the solution of the equation 

(Ao + t(A- Ao))(w +f)= g. 

Simple calculations show that Wt has the representation 

Wt = wo + tw~ + w~ , 
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where wo and w~ are given by ( 4.3), but w~ satisfies 

(Ao + t(A- Ao))w~ + t2 (A- Ao)w~ =O. 

S ince 

inf [((Ao +t( A- Ao))(w +f), w+ f)- 2(g, w)] 
w EH 

= ((Ao +t( A- Ao))(wt +f), Wt +f)- 2(g, Wt) 
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and analogous relationships hołd for w~ and w~, straightforward calculations 
give 

I(Ao + t(A- Ao)) = (Ao(wo + f),wo +f)- 2(g,wo) 

+ t((A- Ao)( wo +f), wo +f) 

+ t2 inf [(Aow', w')+ 2((A- Ao)(wo +f), w')] 
w' EH 

+ inf [((Ao +t( A- Ao))w", w")+ t22((A- Ao)w~, w")] 
w" EH 

+ t 3 ((A- Ao)w~, w~). 

This relationship is valid for all O $ t $ l and from here with t = l immediately 
follows (4.2). • 

CoROLLARY 4.1 Let A, Ao E M . Then 

I(A) $ I(Ao) +((A- Ao)(wo + f),wo +f) 

+((A- Ao)( wo +f), w~)+ ((A- Ao)w~, w~}, 

where wo and w~ satisfy (4.3). 

(4.4) 

Proof. The proof immediately follows from the fact that both infimums on 
the right band side of ( 4.2) are less than or equal to zero and that 

inf[(Aow', w')+ 2((A- Ao)(wo +f), w')]= ((A- Ao)(wo +f), w~) . • 
w' 

We want to apply these results to the functional J given by (2.5). We have 

-J(a) = inf (Aw,w)- 2(g,w) 
w EH 

where 

H= HJ(rl) x HJ(rl), w= (w1 , w2) E H, g= P(h, /2), 

Aw = P((l + a(·))V'w1 , (1- a(·))V'w2), 

P : L2(f2, R 2) x L2(f2; R 2)- H, 

P is the orthogonal projector and for every f= (h, !2) E L2(f2; R 2) x L2(f2; R 2) 
and every w= (w1,w2) E H 

(Pf,w) = j[(h, V'w1) + (/2 , V'w2)Jdx. 

n 
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Let Ao correspond to o-o = O. T hen, t he elements wo and w~ from ( 4.3) are 
equal to 

wo = (<p1, <p2), wb = (v1, -v2), 

where v = (v1,v2) E H and 

6.v; + div((o-- o-o)'V<pi) =o in n, i= l, 2, 

or, taking into account the special choice of<p1 and <p2 and that o-(x) = o-0 (x) = O 
in n\ D, 

6.vi + aa O" = o in n, i= l, 2. 
X i 

(4.5) 

S ince t he term ( (A - Ao) ( wo + f) , wo + f) in ( 4.4) represents t he Gateaux 
derivativee of I at Ao and we know that J'(o-o) =O, from (4.4) we get 

-J(o-) :S -J(o-o) +l o-divvdx+ l o-[IV'v1l2 -1V'v2l2]dx. (4.6) 

Elements o- E S have a zero mean value, hence, according to Necas (1965) 
there exists a positive constant c0 such that all o- E S satisfy 

From here and from ( 4.5) i t follows immediately that 

IIIV'viiiL2(0) 2:: _!_llo-IIL2(0) • r o-divvdx:::; -(_!_11o-IIL2(0))
2 

(4.7) 
~ k ~ 

On the other hand, the standard a priori estimates for solutions of elliptic 
equations and ( 4.5) give 

li'Vvl
2 dx :::; l o-

2 
dx, 

hence, 

l l o-('Vvi - 'Vv~) dxl :::; c l o-
2 

dx (4.8) 

(we recall that o- E S takes values +c or -c in D). 
Relationships (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) yield for o- E S 

J(o-) 2:: J(o-o) + c02 l o-2 dx - c l o-2 dx = J(o-o) + c02c2IDI- c3 IDI, 

where by IDI we denote Lebesgue measure of D. 

------------------- ------
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Obviously, we can choose l >c> O such that the expression 

is strictly positive. Therefore, for such c > O 

inf J(u) > J(uo) = i~ J(u). 
uES uEcoS 

In this manner, the set of all solutions of (2.2) with u E S is strictly separated 
by a linear continuous functional from t he solution u( u o) of (2.2) wit h u0 E co S, 
w hi ch shows t ha t t he passage to t he convex hull o f t he set o f admissible operators 
does not preserve, for the case of elliptic systems, the convex hull of the set of 
feasible states of the original problem. 
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